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Light Robotics is a new field of research where ingredients from photonics, nanotechnology 
and biotechnology are put together in new ways to realize light-driven robotics at the smallest 
scales to solve major challenges primarily within the nanobio-domain but not limited hereto. 
Exploring the full potential of this new ‘drone-like’ light-printed, light-driven, light-actuated 
micro- and nano-robotics in challenging geometries requires a versatile and real-time 
reconfigurable light addressing that can dynamically track a plurality of tiny tools in 3D to 
ensure real-time continuous light-delivery on the fly. Our latest developments in this new and 
exciting research area will be reviewed at NOMA 2017.  
Step by step we are beginning to see the many intriguing possibilities of directly equipping 3D-
printed Light Robotics equipped with multi-functional nanoprobes, nanotips or nanotapers 
fabricated with true nanoscopic resolution. The uniqueness of this approach is that even if a 
user aims at exploring e.g. micro-biology at subcellular scales, the main support of each Light 
Robotic structure can be designed with size and shape that allows convenient manipulation 
with even moderate NA objective lenses. Each Light Robotic structure is printed with 
convenient micron-sized spherical “handles” that allow for volumetric laser-manipulation with 
six-degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) and in full real-time. Thereby, a drone-like functionality can 
be obtained which can almost provide the user with the sensation of stretching one’s hands 
directly into the cellular micro-environment with the ability to interact with the live specimen 
directly while observing in full 3D.  
 
 
Figure 1: Light Robotics with 3D real-time microscopic drone-like functionality 
 
 
Using contemporary two-photon polymerization we can directly 3D-print a plurality of Light 
Robotic structures equipped with nanoprobes, nanotips and nano-tapers with high resolution 
and fidelity. This is unique since a user can perform active cell biology interactions at tiny 
scales even though the main structure has a size and shape that allows convenient microscopic 
observation and laser manipulation with moderate numerical aperture optics. Some of our 
earlier experimental demonstrations are illustrated below. We have demonstrated simultaneous 
top and side-view imaging giving the required 3D sensation when navigating the microscopic 
tools in a volume in real-time and with 6-DOF. The latest generation of our Light Robotic tools 
are capable of material transport and incorporates a syringe action for loading and unloading a 
tiny cargo. The field of Light Robotics is still so new and promising that we have only just 
started to “scratch the surface” both scientifically and R&D-wise. With the fast-paced 
development of new Augmented Reality tools such as e.g. Microsoft’s Hololens, Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning, advanced Swarm Robotics techniques and new 3D 
visualisation and manipulation modalities combined with state-of the-art Nano-biophotonics, 
the full scope of Light Robotics is obviously only in its infancy. Hence, we decided to edit a 
book volume including a variety of the ingredients needed to explore the full potential of Light 
Robotics and to trigger further rapid advancement of this exciting new research discipline.  
 
	  
	  
Figure 2: Upcoming book on Light Robotics- the first on the topic. 
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